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Agenda: 

Slides: 

Wrong domain advisors, should be the property research group 

Application: 

Clustering: define how clustering is done 

interesting representation of data 

good heatmap functions and clustering 

Comment for further improvements: 

1. clicking loses track on what you select 

  too many options 

 once click on one function and resets all the other selection 

 selection of maps may not be relevant 

2. include search by tenant, district and properties that are nearby and comparable, size of 

property  

 shoebox, 5 room flat 

3. mapping may not be the best representation of the data. 

4. for institutional use: download of data in various format  

 pdf, excel, raw format 

5. filter from the clustering instead of the filtering 

 draw out a selection box 

 how many new sales in the selection box 

 volume heat map and the clustering not interactive 

o don’t show both together 

6. more interested in market segments (can be found in REALIS system) 

 core central regions 

 rest central region 

 outside central region 

7. Charts 

 only for visualisation, cannot export the charts for report generation 

 search function has to be intuitive 

 dropdown box from the old REALIS system is already user-friendly 

8. Generic charting? 

 most common charting: pie, line and bar 

 Psf is only used by URA 

 Price is only when transaction is considered 

o look at median mostly, which is more important 



o also look at min, max and percentile 

9. Simplify the options by grouping together, don’t overwhelm the user 

 top 3 or 5 most important grouping 

 make reference to the existing REALIS on the types of options 

 for example: freehold, districts 

10. daily transaction is not useful 

 change to monthly or quarterly 

11. just take freehold, 999 years and 99 years are grouped together 

 or can consider the age of property 

 take transaction year minus year of completion 

12. search for project, then have the projects that are comparable 

 most frequently downloaded: transaction projection – currently no search abilities 

13. enhance on the labelling of the points 

 don’t need postal code 

 planning area (type of area) 

 required: name of condo, price, psf 

 keep to 3 or 4 lines 

 make a distinction on the larger fonts 

 group location together, transaction price together 

 time series: show spatially on the timeslider 

o show the changes from a past to current – have a play button, like an animation 

(management may like it) 

o automate the display of the transaction 

o this is only when you need to present the data 

o good-to-have feature but not a must-have 

14. have a single function for the user to interact with the charts 

 need to have single consistency 

 a fix layout for the charting 

 have a global reset button 

 do a simple dropdown to select the data 

o residential, industrial, 3 or 5 years 

 map is useful island wide, but identify an area of interest, this is when you have the 

charts 

Hydonic Pricing: 

 this will never be put in REALIS 

 cannot have this method  

 but economies do use the pricing method 

 not sure of the usefulness 

 liking to REALIS is a secondary module 

 do a descriptive on the point of interest, give a reasonable distance to work on 

 do a mini prototype  usability 

 don’t build features that are not useful 

 



To meet the director: 

 meet him at the end of the project to show him the end product 

 square room or tableu (how different is from tableu? tableu can do well is the 

geoanalytics visualisation), key point of interest 

 may want the accessibility app 

o price in tuas and central is different even the property is near MRT 

 features can also focus on internal users such as planners 

 preach as a visualisation platform 

proposition: data visualisation of REALIS data for internal users 

main users: public, layman users 

 paint the user profile,how they might be using it. Think of the persona and have 

observation 

 do research, who is the competitor 

explore on touch device 

don’t need to many popup, think single use! 

URA>eservices>property market>privatee property transaction (free property market information) 

result is just a table, maybe can have a geo-visualisation 

identify property market competitors then use their ideas (square foot)  


